
Review the types of red dots and mounting options
Training considerations
Policy considerations
How to properly sight in (zero)
Equipment inspection and maintenance 
Advantages and limitations of a pistol mounted sight
Application of marksmanship fundamentals review 
Holdover/offset 
Down Optic Drills
Alternative Positions 
Using a Pistol mounted sight around barriers
Single Hand Shooting
Multiple shot considerations
Shooting on the move
Multiple target engagement techniques
Establishing performance based training the PMO

Handgun with mounted optic (Sig 320 RX/ 9mm available for student use)
3 magazines minimum
Holster: Duty or OWB
Mag pouch
Minimum  1000 rounds per student
Ear and eye protection
Sunblock
Hydration
Sight adjustment tools
Spare batteries for optic
Knee pads/optional

DATES & TIMES
February 7-8, 2022 | 8:00am - 5:00pm (all days)

LOCATION
Record Range
9880 Record Range Road
Redding CA 96001

PREREQUISITE 
Participants must currently be a certified semi-automatic pistol instructor, no exceptions.

TOPICS COVERED 

EQUIPMENT LIST 

NOTES 
Select course dates are restricted to Armed Professionals only.

COST
$ 690.00

HOW TO REGISTER
Contact SHIELD Training Director, Kamari Zoll, at (530) 722-5534 or at
kzoll@shastacollege.edu. Space is limited.

The Pistol Mounted Optic is not a new concept, though in the last decade technology has enhanced the
reliability and durability of the Handgun mounted optic for duty and self-defense use.  Teaching new
students on the Pistol Mounted Optic presents unique problems for students learning to acquire the red
dot with the dominant and non-dominant hand and while firing multiple shots. Objective based training
techniques will be utilized to get maximum performance from the students while using a PMO.

Learn the techniques to properly teach the use of pistol mounted optics (PMO) for self-defense and duty
use. This two-day course is an in-depth, comprehensive training course focusing on the fundamentals
and capabilities of PMO’s to learn the proper techniques for PMO sight-in and red-dot acquisition under
various conditions and circumstances. After completion of this course, instructor-level students will have
the skill set and techniques necessary to provide PMO training.

FEB 7-8, 2022FEB 7-8, 2022

CONTACTS
Kamari Zoll | SHIELD Training Director |  (530) 722-5534

Sergeant Garett Maxwell | Redding Police Dept. | (530) 209 -2213 

PISTOL MOUNTED OPTICS INSTRUCTOR


